Neuroscience for Everyone!

Getting Started with the
Muscle SpikerBox

You may have heard and seen spikes from invertebrates. But what about yourself? Your body
uses electricity to communicate and control parts of the body. Though all cells have ionic
gradients across their membranes, the most well known organ systems that use electricity are
the brain, the muscles, and the heart.
 Your neurons and muscle work together to allow your body to move quickly. We have
previously recorded the action potentials from insects and worms, and now let's try to record
muscle action potentials in humans! This muscle physiology lab activity is great for students of
all ages.

Time 30 Minutes Difficulty Beginner
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What will you learn?
With this experiment, you can learn about muscle physiology through electromyograms (EMGs).
You will have an understanding of neuron/muscle communication, and you will listen to the
electrical impulses of muscles at rest and during contraction.

 Prerequisite Labs
●

None

 Equipment
Muscle SpikerBox

Cable: Laptop Phone


Background
When your brain decides to move a muscle, neurons from your motor c ortex (called
"upper motor neurons") travel to your spinal cord, where they synapse with " lower motor
neurons" (also called "alpha motor neurons"). These motor neurons then synapse with muscle
to make a
  "motor unit." A motor unit is a single motor neuron and the multiple muscle fibers it
innervates. A muscle fiber i s a very special type of c ell that can change its shape due to
myosin/actin chains sliding across each other.
A single motor neuron can synapse with multiple muscle fibers. In general, a large,
powerful muscle like your bicep has motor neurons that innervate 1000s of muscle fibers,
whereas small muscles that require a lot of p
 recision, such as your eyeball muscles, have motor
neurons that only innervate ~10 muscle fibers.
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When a motor neuron fires an action potential, this causes a release of acetylcholine at
the synapse between the neuron and the muscle (this synapse is also called the Neuromuscular
Junction). This acetylcholine then causes changes in the electrical potential of the muscle. Once
this electrical potential reaches a threshold, an actual action potential occurs in the muscle fiber!
This action potential propagates across the membrane of the muscle, causing voltage gated
calcium channels to open, which begins the cellular cascade that ultimately causes muscle
contraction.
When you contract a muscle, this is the result of many muscle fibers firing action
potentials and changing shape. We can record this our activity with our new Muscle SpikerBox.
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Experiment
In this experiment, we are going to record the group activity of 1000's of muscle fibers
within the bicep muscle.

1.

Remove the sticky backing from your Large Muscle electrodes, and place these surface

electrodes on two sides of your bicep.
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2.

Hook up the Muscle SpikerBox leads (the 2 red alligator clips) to the two surface

electrodes on your bicep.
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3.

Place the reference electrode (Black) anywhere on the body. In the figure above we

show it attached to a metal bracelet near the wrist. You can also use another EMG electrode

placed anywhere on your body, or if you have any metal rings on your fingers, you can clip the

reference electrode to your ring. Marriage has many advantages! You can also simply hold the
reference electrode in your hand.
4.

Turn on the Muscle SpikerBox and listen for changes in activity. Do you notice a

difference when you flex your muscles?
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5.

Plug in your SmartPhone (with our free Android or iPhone apps installed) or computer

(using our Backyard Brains PC app or Audacity program). Pick up something heavy. Do you see
and hear a difference? The "Whoosh" is the sound of many action potentials occurring in your

muscles as the muscles contract. You are listening to the conversation between your brain and
muscle!

Science Fair Project Ideas
You a
 re doing from through the skin, and from several muscle fibers simultaneously.

How would the recordings differ if you were recording right next to one of t hose cells? Inside the
cell? Would y ou see the same number a
 nd type of spikes? How would the amplitude change?

Think on a way you could test or compare this with invertebrate muscles, possibly using the
Neuron Spikerbox. (Hint: you may w
 ant to review the electrophysiology section to refresh
yourself o
 n the differences between the two types of r ecordings.)

What causes the spikes that you saw? S
 pecifically, what is occurring when the spike is

positive? What is occurring when the spike is n
 egative? Keep in mind you are doing

extracellular recordings, and of several fibers, which record many in an area and the c hange in
voltage i n the area outside the cell membrane.

What does muscle fatigue look like, how could y ou measure it, and w
 hat's c ausing this?

Do different people have different rates of fatigue? Different muscles? Is there anything you
could eat or drink that y ou think would affect this?
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Do you think you could record the activity of sensory neurons with this setup? The

impulses are sent from where you sense something up to the brain-try touching the hand that's
setup, see what happens!

Notes

If you have our original Muscle SpikerBox with 3 separate leads (not a single orange

cable), the colors of the alligator clips are different. The Red and Black clips should go around
the muscle of interest, while the white is used as the ground electrode.

